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COLOR:  Red 
GRAPE VARIETY : Pinot noir 
VINTAGE: 
SURFACE AREA: 
PRODUCTION : 
% WHOLE GRAPES : 
% NEW BARRELS : 
ALCOHOL : 
PH : 

2010 
0.89 Hectare 
250 cases (12 x 750ml) 
100% 
40% 
13% VOL 
3.58 

 
The appellation 
Vosne-Romanée (153 hectares) is home to some of the most precious and rares wines in the world. The southern border of the famous 
Grand Cru "La Tâche" (monopole of the Domaine de la Romanée-Conti) is called "Aux Malconsorts". An appellation with a total surface 
area of 5.86 hectares that benefits from an exceptional placement - with the altitude, exposition and a soil type very similar to its 
illustrious neighbor, it could be a Grand Cru. 
 
Domaine de Montille has the privilege of working with two parcels of "Les Malconsorts", this one covering 0.89 hectare with the soils in 
the higher part (light brown clay with pebbles) being different yet very complimentary to those at the bottom (deep red clay). 
 
The origin of the term "Malconsorts" is uncertain but it may indicate a troubled history of ownership with court battles required to assert 
or defend ownership of this magic place. 
 
The wines from "Les Malconsorts" are of a prodigious finesse and elegance. The aromatic complexity of its floral, perfumed and often 
spicy notes are extraordinary; the silky tannins, the depth and the ethereal character of the body give the wine an airy dimension. They are 
among the wines that reveal the most refined and successful expression of Burgundian Pinot Noir. This is a Grand Premier Cru: a Premier 
Cru that rivals the Grand Crus. 
 
The wines, the style 
Domaine de Montille is known to craft wines with great aromatic purity, always favoring balance and elegance over power and extraction. 
The wines are classic expressions of Burgundy, produced in the most natural way possible and possessing an impressive ability to age, as 
the family believes only time can reveal the true potential of the greatest wines. The domaine's current style remains faithful to Hubert's 
natural and idealistic approach, which demanded considerable patience while waiting for appropriate drinking windows for certain 
vintages. Etienne, however, has taken up the task to bring greater aromatic expression and silkier and more unctuous textures to the reds, 
allowing them to drink earlier, without compromising their ability to age. The domaine is known in Burgundy, among others such as 
Arlot, DRC, Dujac and Leroy, to regularly vinify using a significant proportion of whole clusters, varying by cuvée and by vintage. 

Tending the Vines 
The Domaine has practiced organic viticulture since 1995. Today, our wines are certified by Ecocert. Additionally, since 2005, 
biodynamic practices have been implemented to show our full respect for these living soils. 

The vintage 
We began the 18th and finished the 30th of September 2010. 
After a challenging winter where frost affected lots of vineyards and caused many young plants to die, 2010 began a bit behind schedule 
but with the softness of a rather hot spring. However, flowering didn’t have the advantage of good weather, and this resulted in poor fruit 
set (coulure) and an abnormal mix of berry sizes within clusters (millerandage). Summer got off to a good start with a lovely first half of 
July. However, moody and chilly weather then set in until the beginning of September, when Burgundy’s best helper in that month, a wind 
called la Bise (the Kiss), cleared the skies for a radiant sun to dry the vines while temperatures remained fresh. 
2010 is an excellent vintage for reds. They remind us of 2002 as much in aromatic profile as in texture. Finesse, elegance and energy are 
perhaps the best qualities of this year. The noses open with small red fruits then develop with great complexity into sweet spices, morello 
cherries and flowers, the latter found frequently in the wines vinified with whole clusters - a typical result of this vinification technique. 
The mouthfeels are copious, ethereal and fresh. The most remarkable aspect of this vintage is probably the texture, which has such a rare 
finesse and silkiness thanks to its simultaneously melting yet structuring tannins accompanied by a touch of tangy acidity on the finish. 
The result is a sensation of energy given the dynamic combination of freshness and softness. 
Most will be ready to drink between 2015 and 2025 while the top Premier Crus and Grand Crus could wait until 2030 or 2040 and will be 
magnificent bottlings. 
 
Tasting notes 
-An exquisitely spicy nose of violets, red currant, plum and even background hints of cassis slides gracefully into rich, intense and highly 
energetic medium-bodied flavors that possess plenty of the usual muscularity of a fine Malconsorts. Both the mid-palate and hugely long 
finish are shaped by very firm but ripe tannins that contribute to the overt austerity of mouth coating finale. This robust effort will need 
close to 20 years to resolve the rigid tannic spine.  Allen Meadows 


